October 7, 2008, Toronto – The GREENGUARD Environmental Institute announced today that four lines within Nienkämper’s award-winning Vox® collection have qualified for its GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified® product emission standards. This prestigious certification encompasses all products in the following Vox® families:

- Vox® Conference™
- Vox® FlipTop Tables™
- Vox® Multi Purpose Tables™
- Vox® Open Office™

Attaining approval from the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute for this extensive range of furniture for offices, training facilities, meeting rooms and libraries is an important milestone in Nienkämper’s ongoing efforts to ensure that its products and practices conform to ever-higher standards of environmental excellence. When customers purchase furniture bearing the GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certification mark, they can be confident that these products meet exacting standards for chemical emissions.

The GREENGUARD Environmental Institute (GEI) is an industry-independent, non-profit organization that oversees the GREENGUARD Certification Program. As an ANSI Accredited Standards Developer, GEI establishes acceptable indoor air standards for indoor products, environments and buildings. Its mission is to improve public health and quality of life through programs that improve indoor air. GEI lists more than 165,000 GREENGUARD Certified products at www.greenguard.org. These products must meet stringent, third-party standards for low chemical emissions based on established health standards and undergo testing and verification processes on a regular basis. GREENGUARD certification is widely recognized by green building programs, including the LEED® programs of both the Canada Green Building Council and the United States Green Building Council.

To view Nienkämper’s certified products on the GEI site, go to www.greenguard.org, click on the “Find Products” tab, and type “Nienkämper,” “Vox,” “Conference” or “Tables” in the “Quick Products Search” box.
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